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The state of English prisons and the urgent need for reform

People in prison are among the most marginalised in societies, often presenting with physical and mental illness. Their vulnerability is such that international treaties (eg, the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners known as the Nelson Mandela Rules, 2015) and organisations (eg, the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture [CPT]) are required to ensure that people in prison remain safe, that inhuman treatment is prohibited, and that their right to health is secured. These issues should be of particular concern in England and Wales, which have the highest imprisonment rate in western Europe (174 per 100 000 people, compared with the European average of 132 per 100 000 people). In April, 2020, the CPT reported on its previous ad hoc prison inspections in England in 2019. Earlier inspections, in 2016, had described restricted access to health-care resources and purposeful activities, along with increased violence and lengthy confinements within locked, overcrowded, and poorly maintained prison cells.

Following the 2019 visit, the CPT praised various prison reform programmes, including the recent addition of 3000 prison officers, improved violence monitoring, and better drug testing. However, the CPT also emphasised the crisis in English prison systems and issued 42 recommendations to address the unhealthy, unsafe, and unsustainable conditions registered in accordance with the 2016 inspections.

Specifically, the CPT noted, prisoners did not have access to purposeful activities. Unemployed prisoners spent up to 23 h a day in their cells, exceeding the daily recommended limit of 16 h. Such surplus confinement is especially problematic in light of the recently published Ministry of Justice Safety in Custody statistics, which were released the same day as the CPT report, and documented 63 328 incidents of self-harm in 2019—a record number—and a total that amounts to an increase of 63% since 2012.

Despite political acknowledgment by the UK government of the precarious conditions in English prisons, which was enshrined in their response to the CPT report, the safety of those in custody has continued to deteriorate. Incidents of assault increased by 53% between December, 2012, and December, 2019, with increasing quantities of drugs entering prison establishments. Episodes of prisoner on staff violence increased by 70% during the same period. Of great concern, the CPT also observed the use of physical violence or so-called preventive strikes by prison officers against otherwise compliant prisoners. Because reporting and oversight mechanisms remain inadequate, most of these figures are probably underestimates.

Serious overcrowding has not improved since the first UK visit by the CPT in 1990. Exceeding certified capacity and doubling up of prisoners in single-occupancy cells has become the norm. The CPT recommended investing in smaller prisons, but the UK government resisted, instead planning further space to accommodate an additional 20 000 prisoners. Creating new space by building additional prisons will increase the prison population further, and such an approach is unlikely to improve prisoners’ health and wellbeing.

In light of the findings of this most recent report by the CPT, three matters warrant special emphasis. First, the global COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the poor living conditions within prisons by exposing the vulnerabilities of these institutions to an infectious disease outbreak. Cases and deaths linked to COVID-19 are emerging in English prisons and prisoners remain at considerable risk.

Second, greater confinement and increased self-harm and violence have coincided with the government’s austerity measures since 2012. Similarly to other countries that implemented austerity measures, prison staff were cut by 30%, despite persisting high rates of imprisonment. Although spending on UK prisons is consistent with the European average, amounting to 0·2% of gross domestic product, other European countries have comparatively smaller prison populations, meaning that their spend per prisoner is greater. A robust and recurrent spending budget is needed to improve the safety and decency of prisons.

Third, the Conservative government, which won the UK 2019 general election, has pledged tougher and longer sentences, possibly further expanding the prison population. In the interests of a civilised society, a clear strategic national plan is required to implement the CPT recommendations, including the provision of adequate health-care resources and purposeful activities for the prison population.
financing. Reducing the size of prison populations and improving the prison estate (eg, by creating safer and better quality cellular accommodation and ensuring better provision of education and employment) would immediately signify a commitment to addressing ongoing safety and decency concerns.

Fyodor Dostoevsky wrote, “The degree of civilisation in a society can be judged by entering its prisons.”. If the UK government is serious about attaining its vision of a world-renowned criminal justice system that transforms former offenders into future citizens, its reforms must now prioritise prisoners’ health and safety.
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